
Retail and Consumer Goods Digital Transformation 

The retail and consumer goods industries have been facing waves of new
challenges since 2020. 56% of global retailers reported moderate
disruption in their supply chains as a result of COVID-19 whereas 12%
reported heavy disruption. The unpredictable spending patterns by
consumers would change on a dime, forcing companies to try to keep up.
Delayed portions of final products slow down the entire supply chain and
vendors are forced to wait it out without replacements. Companies
weren’t able to keep up with the competition when it came to shelf
placement within stores. All of these challenges and more lead to
extremely hard times for these industries, and a solution was highly
sought after. Salesforce created Consumer Goods Cloud to specifically
solve these new issues, in addition to providing the ability to optimize
and scale their business easily with the platform. This solution has
already helped hundreds of companies get their supply chain back on
track, boost sales on the shelves, and power a required digital presence.

Disruptive and Surging Supply Chains
Before 2020, consumers’ food spending was split somewhat evenly
between food-service (restaurants & schools) and retail (grocery
stores). When the COVID-19 pandemic forced shutdowns across the
world, consumers’ food spending drastically changed. Retail sales were
boosted by 29% during March 2020 compared to the previous year as
consumers spent less at restaurants and more time cooking at home.
This caused major disruption across supply chains for many industries,
not just food and beverage but the retail and consumer goods
industries as well. Organizations that produce and deliver parts of
final products are also heavily impacted by this shift in consumer
spending. Abrupt order cancellations leave suppliers with excess stock
that they don’t have storage for, or have an upcoming expiration date.
This has been occurring across retailers, tech vendors, customers,
suppliers, and other major players in the retail industry working
together to create a sustainable value for the customer. 

Digitally Enabling The Retail and Consumer
Goods Industries 
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https://www.statista.com/statistics/1143421/coronavirus-supply-chain-disruptions-in-retail-worldwide/
https://www.supermarketnews.com/consumer-trends/food-sales-stay-strong-april-despite-us-retail-sales-plunge


The recent times have also been giving companies headaches when it comes to physical stock
on shelves. Keeping up to date with inventory levels has become increasingly tougher with
immediate surges and/or plunges of sales. Stores must ensure that products are in stock and
that another supply is on the way so they don’t run out. That task may seem simple, but
without the right technology to provide the right insight and visibility, it can run a company
out of business. Today’s technology visually can show the current shelf stock, when additional
stock is coming, and contact any backups if the main vendor isn’t able to send their supply. 

Beyond ensuring that products are in stock, product arrangement is a key factor when it
comes to standing out on the shelves. “Eye level is buy level” is a well-known phrase in the
industry for a reason, where products stocked at eye level receive 35% greater attention than
those on lower shelves. Without knowing where their products are located, retailers could be
missing out on a large percentage of sales. Planograms, a feature within Salesforce’s
Consumer Goods Cloud provides companies visibility into where products are arranged,
missing products, and those displayed incorrectly. These visual representations of what’s on
each shelf also help ensure products never run out of stock.

On the other hand, large surges for certain retailers have suppliers working overtime to fulfill
orders and keep up. With these faster-paced times, supply chains need to be running
smoother than ever before to avoid disruption. When employees become sick, those on
standby should automatically be notified. Previous communication and business processes are
becoming outdated as newer technology is required in today’s environment. If delays occur,
appropriate teams need to be notified immediately so that replacements can be made to keep
things running smoothly. Businesses cannot continue to afford mass delays throughout the
process.

Lost Sales Without Visibility Into Shelves
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35% of products stocked at eye level receive greater
attention than those on lower shelves.
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Grocery Stores: Placing waffle cones outside of the freezers that contain ice cream
products.
Ikea’s Showrooms: Each room has different furniture pieces that fit the room’s “theme”,
prompting buyers to purchase the entire set.
Gift Shops: Sunscreen and after-sun cream bottles are placed on the same rotating rack.

Salesforce created the award-winning solution, Consumer Goods Cloud, to help customers
attain a 360-degree view of customers and supply chains to deliver integral B2B processes. It
also helps field reps optimize store visits, tasks, scheduling, and routes. Users have the ability
to instantly upload their Planograms to a store’s record so that others can immediately act on
the next steps. Planograms are virtual merchandising systems that show where products are
placed on a shelf and having them readily available allows teams to move quicker. They help
ensure retailers’ products are well stocked and avoid lost sales if the store runs out. Other
benefits of Planograms include efficient re-stocking, increased sales, and prevention of
products going out of stock. There has been a large rise in consumers researching products
before visiting the store. If a certain product is out of stock when the consumer visits, a
competitor’s product will most likely get the sale. 

The In-Store Location Object helps companies boost their cross-merchandising strategies.
Cross-merchandising helps shoppers in multiple ways, one being that it places products that
are typically in different categories, but are usually purchased together, next to each other.
This feature also helps with seasonal planning; such as placing beverages in the refrigerated
section during warmer months and putting chocolate next to the cards section before
Valentine’s Day. Placing impulse-buy products such as candy, small electronics, and magazines
near checkout can boost sales as well using this feature.

Cross-Merchandising Examples: 

Maximizing Shelf Life ROI
Arranging Products For Maximum Success
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Organizing and Selling In-Demand Products  

Organizations sell certain products at different stores based on multiple factors including
store location, brand popularity, and customer loyalty. For example, a provider wouldn't sell
their sugary energy drinks within health stores; their healthier, all-natural drink would sell
much better. The Assortment feature within Consumer Goods Cloud lets vendors define the
list of products eligible for sale at a store, or store grouping. Assortments can also consist of
products that vendors would like a store to start selling soon to plan ahead.

Managing Store(s) Information and In-Store Tasks
The Retail Store Object tracks all required information about each store: addresses, preferred
delivery hours and methods, and much more. It can plan the most effective store visiting
routes, saving drivers hours of driving time each day. Having this real-time information
available 24/7 helps teams across multiple channels work together seamlessly. From here,
users can control and track the products sold to every store, the price for each product, and
even group products together easily. Consumer Goods Cloud makes it easier for employees to
perform and track in-store tasks, speeding up their day. Any surveys can be set up within the
system and easily accessible from the mobile team. 

Inventory: Quantity and price.
Planogram: Share of shelf %, competitor number, out of
stock.
Promotion: Display units and customer reaction.
Visit Info: Location, visitor, planned and actual start/end
times, visit priority, special instructions, and more.

Types of tasks available to track:
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Tracking KPIs 
Use advanced reporting and automated intelligence to
show the positive impacts that Consumer Goods Cloud
has created. Reveal the most critical factors driving the
most revenue per store by comparing store reports
together. Dashboards can reveal commonalities such as
display price and product arrangement so that they can
be matched for other stores. Reveal trends driving high
revenue in certain stores to replicate across other stores.
Any custom information tracked within Salesforce can be
displayed in real-time and made available for any team
member required. 

Start Your Digital Transformation Today
The need for the retail and consumer goods industries to shift to digital is clear. The days of
tracking inventory through spreadsheets, not having any visibility into stores, and poor in-
store execution are vastly outdated and expensive. There has been a massive shift in the
industry due to consumer spending and unpredictable events, and a digital presence is
required to stay in business. Salesforce’s Consumer Goods Cloud gives users a 360-degree
view of your customers’ and partners’ valuable data, allowing everyone to accelerate account
and retail growth from planning to execution. Technology is helping consumer goods
companies gain a competitive edge over the competition. To stay ahead of your competitors,
transform your business with Salesforce Consumer Goods Cloud today. Contact the Corrao
Group to get started.

About Corrao Group 
For over 20 years we have been helping B2B organizations of all sizes optimize their
business processes with Salesforce and their third-party applications. As everyday Salesforce
power users, we understand how flexible the Salesforce platform is to support every
business department. We’ve worked with nearly 1,000 customers, implementing,
customizing, and optimizing over 2,100 Salesforce projects.
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